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Measurement of surface displacements resulting from acoustic wave 
propagation in solids has been used extensively in determining elastic 
properties of materials [1], [2]. Additionally, examination of acoustic 
wave propagation in materials has been used as a nondestructive tool in 
testing the integrity of structures, evaluating the size and position of 
bulk material defects, determining material dimensions, and in general, 
characterizing a number of material or structural parameters [3]. 
Methods of recording surface displacements resulting from acoustic 
wave propagation have most commonly been done using contact ultrasonic 
techniques. These techniques typically utilize piezoelectric transducers 
which are mechanically coupled to a material's surface and which serve 
both to generate and detect acoustic waves within the material. As such, 
ultrasonic methods used for materials characterization have been limited 
to recording surface displacements as a function of time for a single 
point on a given sample. However, many material properties are a 
function of both position and direction, owing to material anisotropy or 
inhomogeneities arising from process variation and defects. In order to 
characterize a given material as a function of direction or position 
using conventional ultrasonic techniques, it would be necesssary to scan 
the testing apparatus over the surface of the material. This is time 
consuming and potentially detrimental, in that providing a mechanical 
couple to the surface may contaminate the material or compromise the 
properties of the material surface. 
In contrast to contact ultrasonic techniques, holography affords a 
means to provide a full field record of out-of-plane surface 
displacements as a function of position for a single instant in time. 
Whereas conventional ultrasonics is capable of recording surface 
displacements at a single point on a sample surface for all time, 
holographic methods allow for determination of surface displacements at a 
single instant in time but for all points on the sample surface. When 
coupled with ultrasonic excitation, holographic methods offer the ability 
to map surface displacements arising from propagating acoustic waves in 
full field. In addition, holographic detection of acoustic waves is a 
noncontact method, thus eliminating surface coupling effects and surface 
contamination. 
Regardless of detection method, material characterization using 
acoustic wave propagation relies upon the ability to evaluate the 
velocities of characteristic acoustic modes propagating within the 
material. Two such modes which have found use in the field of 
nondestructive testing are the symmetric and anti-symmetric Lamb modes. 
These modes are guided elastic waves which propagate in plates or 
membranes where the specimen thickness is on the order of or less than 
the propagating acoustic wavelength. The two Lamb modes are 
differentiated by their particle motion with respect to the median plane 
of the sample associated with each wave. For symmetric Lamb waves, 
particle displacements are symmetric about the median plane; in contrast, 
particle displacements arising from anti-symmetric Lamb waves are 
anti- symmetric with respect to the median plane [I~] . 
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The plate wave theory was developed by Horace Lamb in the early 
1900's in an effort to solve the equations of motion for a solid given 
the boundary conditions imposed by a plate, namely that both surfaces 
must be stress free in the absence of another bordering medium. Lamb 
assumed a perfectly elastic, homogenous and isotropic medium, in which 
particle displacements occur only in the plane containing the wave 
propagation vector and the normal to the plate surface, and that these 
displacements are periodic both temporally and spatially. The resultant 
characteristic Lamb wave equation for the anti-symmetric mode given these 
conditions is [4]: 
tanh{ nfd 
tanh{ nfd 
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where!-~ is the Lamb wave frequency, dis the plate thickness, Vis the 
Lamb wave velocity, and VL and Vs are the bulk material longitudinal and 
shear wave velocities. 
The interest in using Lamb waves for nondestructive testing stems 
from two facts. First, the dependence of Lamb wave velocity on plate 
thickness provides a means to test or determine the thickness of thin 
plates or membranes, as well as search for thinning walls or 
delaminations in structures[S]. Second, it has been shown that the 
anti-symmetric wave velocity is also affected by surface tension, and 
therefore is sensitive to forces which change surface tension, such as 
differential pressure applied to a membrane, loading by a fluid on one or 
both sides of a membrane, and even absorption of radiant energy [6]. 
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
This study was designed to use full field holographic techniques to 
gain insight into the spatial propagation of Lamb waves, and characterize 
such propagation as a function of both plate thickness and material 
properties. To accomplish this, three different alloys were used: 7075 
aluminum, 70/30 brass, and 1018 steel. Four samples of brass and three 
samples of steel and aluminum were obtained. All samples were fifteen 
centimeters square, and for each material, all samples were of different 
thicknesses. The thicknesses of the test samples ranged from 0.21 mm to 
3.36 mm. 
One face of each sample was sprayed with a flat white paint in order 
to provide a uniform diffusely reflecting surface for holography. A 
length of 6mm diameter aluminum rod was attached to the center of the 
unpainted face of each specimen with a cyanoacrylate glue, and this 
rod-plate assembly was then supported in a fixture which held only the 
rod, leaving the plate free. The purpose of the aluminum rod was 
twofold. First, the rod provided an acoustic delay so that the initial 
laser pulse could record a hologram of the plate surface at rest, and 
se·cond, the rod provided a localization of the acoustic excitation of the 
plate. 
In order to produce Lamb waves with amplitudes large enough to cause 
full fringes to appear in the holographic interferogram, a small amount 
of chemical explosive (approximately 0.2 mg silver acetelyde) was affixed 
to the free end of the delay rod. Upon detonation of the explosive, a 
large amplitude acoustic wave was launched down the length of the rod, 
causing a step excitation of the plate. For interferometric purposes, 
the optical path length change resulting from surface displacements need 
be on the order of one half the optical wavelength to produce full 
fringes in the holographic image. For a laser of wavelength 500 nm, in a 
typical holographic system, surface displacements of approximately 125 nm 
are required for full fringe development. Displacements of this size are 
quite large compared to those normally encountered in conventional 
ultrasonic testing, and were used because full fringe development allows 
for easy recognition of features in the holographic interferogram. For 
smaller surface displacements, holographic techniques do exist which 
yield displacement sensitivity on the order of angstroms, but these 
techniques require point by point scanning of the image and thus are 
inherently more time consuming and difficult to implement[7]. 
Additionally, such a system no longer requires full fringe development, 
thus eliminating the need for an explosive, rendering the technique truly 
noncontact. 
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A pulsed Nd:YAG laser with output in both the visible and infra-red 
(IR) spectrum was used for explosive detonation and as a coherent light 
source. The laser was modified such that it was possible to obtain a 
double pulse output. A digital delay generator allowed for a temporal 
separation between laser pulses ranging from 10 ~s to 100 ~s. The initial 
laser pulse served two purposes. First, the infra-red beam was focused 
onto the explosive attached to the end of the aluminum delay rod, 
detonating the explosive and launching an acoustic wave down the length 
of the rod which served to excite the sample. At the same time, the 
visible beam recorded a hologram of the plate surface at rest. The 
second laser pulse recorded a second holographic exposure of the sample 
surface on the film plate, however in the second exposure the sample 
surface was distorted owing to the acoustic waves propagating through the 
plate. A schematic of this system is shown in Figure 1. For each plate, 
a series of double exposure holograms was recorded, corresponding to 
varying time delays between laser pulses. Each double exposure hologram 
was then developed, and the resultant holographic interferograms were 
reconstructed and digitized using a digital image processor and stored on 
disk. Information from the digitized images was then obtained by 
positioning a cursor to pinpoint waveform features. 
To study transient Lamb wave propagation in anisotropic materials, a 
number of composite plates were manufactured using unidirectional 
graphite-epoxy prepreg tape. Five composite plates were made with a 
symmetric lay-up given by (OnJ90n)s. where n ranged from 1 to 5. These 
plates were tested in a manner identical to that described above. 
Additionally, two flat bottom holes were milled in the back side of 
an aluminum plate to simulate defects. It is expected that such defects 
would visibly retard the propagating wavefront, owing to the Lamb wave 
velocity dependence on plate thickness. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
As stated previously, materials characterization based on acoustic 
wave propagation relies upon the accurate determination of acoustic 
velocity for the characteristic modes which can propagate in the 
material. For thin plates, the primary modes of acoustic propagation 
have been shown to be the Lamb modes [4]. Holographic records of surface 
displacements arising from propagating Lamb waves can yield information 
regarding the velocity of the wave. However, for a spatial signal it is 
difficult to determine the acoustic frequency; rather, the acoustic 
wavelength is measured. 
It is important to note the method with which the velocity and 
wavelength were determined for the holographic data. Given a step input 
to the center of a plate, the response of the plate is initially a 
non-propagating central displacement, which gives rise to a propagating 
wave comprised of the frequency components contained in the initial 
response. For a dispersive material, the velocity of higher frequency 
components is much greater than that of lower frequency components. As a 
result, the waveform which is recorded in each double exposure hologram 
is essentially a summation of the large amplitude, low frequency 
components which are present in the initial step. Thus, one means to 
obtain phase velocity as a function of frequency is to examine the phase 
spectra obtained by a Fourier transform of the spatial signal. However, 
such methods require detailed knowledge of the amplitude of the 
displacements at all points on the surface. Such information is stored 
on the holographic interferogram and may be extracted by appropriate 
processing techniques. From waveform features alone, however, an 
effective wavelength may be calculated for a group of waves, and for this 
wavelength an effective group velocity determined. 
For the case of a temporal signal at a single point in space, it has 
been observed that a technique to determine effective wavelength, 
frequency, and velocity which yields good correlation between theoretical 
and experimental results is one in which the effective frequency is 
calculated based on the inverse time difference between two successive 
maxima of the temporal signal, and associated with that frequency an 
effective velocity is determined using the source to detector distance 
and mean arrival time of the temporally separated peaks [8]. Similarly, 
the results of this holographic study show that for a spatial signal at a 
single instant in time, an effective wavelength can be determined using 
the spatial separation of two successive maxima, the corresponding group 
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velocity can be determined using the distance from the source of the 
signal to the spatial mean of the two successive maxima. 
Measurements were made on each holographic interferogram to 
determine an effective wavelength and a group velocity. Rather than 
measure an entire wavelength, a half-wavelength, i.e. the distance 
between the first minimum and first maximum, was measured. This was done 
owing to the fact that in a number of cases, one complete wavelength 
could not be observed in the holographic image; the surface displacements 
had become too small to produce interferometric fringes far from the 
point of excitation. The velocity was determined by measuring the 
distance from the point of excitation to the first maximum, and dividing 
this distance by the time delay between the plate excitation and the 
second holographic exposure (Figure 2). Photographs of the holographic 
inteferograms for the aluminum plate mentioned above are shown in Figures 
3a-3c. 
Theoretical Lamb wave dispersion curves were generated for aluminum, 
brass and steel so that comparisons between the measured 
velocity/wavelength data and theoretical Lamb wave data could be made. 
Values for the shear and longitudinal wave speeds necessary for the 
generation of the dispersion curves were experimentally determined using 
an ultrasonic pulse-echo technique on the thickest sample of each 
material. Figures 4a-4c plot the theoretical dispersion curves for the 
lowest order anti-symmetric phase velocities of aluminum, brass and 
steel, as well as the calculated group velocity curves. Also plotted on 
the dispersion curve figures are the experimental holographic data. The 
presence of two data sets in each of these figures is explained below. 
Upon examination of the given dispersion curves for aluminum, brass, 
and steel, and the associated holographic data, it is evident that for 
each material, as the ratio d/~ decreases, agreement between theory and 
experiment increases. In fact, ford/~< 0.12, the experimental data and 
the theoretical group velocity dispersion curves for each material are in 
excellent agreement. However, as the ratio d/~ increases, experimental 
estimation of the group velocity deteriorates. 
In order to explain the experimental deviation from theory which is 
apparent at dl~ ratios greater than 0.12, it is necessary to examine the 
underlying assumptions on which the derivation of Lamb's equation (1) is 
based. The assumption most relevant to this problem, as well as other 
transient wave phenomena problems, has its basis in initially assuming a 
solution to the equations of motion which is both temporally and 
spatially periodic. The assumption of time periodicity in the derivation 
of the characteristic Lamb equation puts limits on the applicability of 
the derived dispersion relationship. In effect, the relationship is 
valid only when the plate motion can be considered periodic or nearly 
periodic with time. This condition is often termed the steady-state or 
long time condition, and is satisfied only when the response of the 
material is no longer affected by the transient non-periodic form of the 
input. For short times after excitation, when the material response is 
primarily governed by the local characteristics of the step input, Lamb's 
theory gives the poorest results. For long times, after the initial 
effects of the form of the input have damped out, Lamb's theory yields 
good results[8]. It has been proposed that on the basis of theory and 
experiment[9], the critical time interval after which the Lamb wave 
dispersion relationship is valid is roughly 2(r/V5 ), where r is the 
distance from the point of excitation to the point of observation, and V 5 
is the bulk shear wave velocity. 
Similarly, the assumption of spatial periodicity also limits the 
applicability of the characteristic Lamb equation. As for time 
periodicity, the derivation of the Lamb dispersion relationship assumes 
plate motion which is periodic, or nearly periodic, with distance. Local 
effects of plate loading or excitation are certainly not periodic with 
distance, and thus the spatial periodicity constraint can be satisfied 
only far away from the point of excitation, where the material response 
is essentially unaffected by local loading variations. In actuality, the 
analysis of a plate's response to step loading needs to be divided into 
two categories, a near-field solution which must take into account the 
form of the step and any local non-propagating effects, and a far-field 
solution where plate motion obeys the spatial periodicity assumption. It 
has been proposed[lO] that the near-field response is confined to a 
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region approximately ten times the plate thickness away from the point of 
excitation, and that the far-field response is valid further away. 
Given the two constraints on the applicability of the characteristic 
Lamb relationship, namely that the plate response must be periodic with 
time and space, it is evident that the Lamb dispersion relationship is 
most effective for determining the far-field, long time response of a 
plate. Using the far-field, long time criterion, Figures 4a-4c present 
data which fall within the limits of applicability for the dispersion 
relationship as solid squares, and those which do not as open circles. 
Upon examination of these figures, it is clear that the holographic data 
which falls within the limits of applicability of the Lamb wave 
dispersion relationship are indeed in good agreement with theory. 
Figures Sa and Sb show holographic interferograms of propagating 
Lamb waves in laminar composite plates. Each interferogram corresponds 
to surface displacements 29 ~s after excitation. These figures show two 
plates, identical in ply lay-up, but varying in the total number of plies 
for each. The propagating waves in the composite plates appear to follow 
the Lamb relationship to some extent; it is clear that as the plate 
thickness decreases (n=3 ~ n=l), so too does the velocity of the wave. 
In view of the unique ability of Lamb waves to probe the entire thickness 
of a sample, holographic techniques to map Lamb wave propagation may also 
prove useful in evaluating the ply orientation of laminar composites, as 
well as characterizing grossly anisotropic composite structures. 
Although the composite plates are certainly neither homogeneous nor 
isotropic, and therefore violate the assumptions on which the Lamb wave 
dispersion relationships were derived, it is possible that in the long 
wavelength limit the plates may appear homogeneous to the acoustic wave. 
An indication of the anisotropy associated with the composite plates is, 
however, exhibited in the Lamb wave velocity. Propagation velocity 
parallel to the outer plies is clearly greater than the velocity 
associated with other directions, and is seen to be governed by the 
orientation of the plies. Indeed, Figures Sb and 6 show interference 
patterns resulting from the propagation of Lamb waves in composite plates 
of identical thickness, but different ply lay-ups. The composite plate 
corresponding to Figure Sb has the ply orientation given by Oj90j90j0, 
whereas the plate corresponding to Figure 6 has plies of orientation 
0/90/0/90. Comparison of these two figures makes a compelling argument 
for the possibility of composite materials characterization using 
holographic mapping of transient acoustic waves. 
Considering that the phase and group velocities of Lamb waves are a 
function of plate thickness, a local variation in plate thickness should 
affect the propagation of the wave, and therefore locally alter the 
holographic interference pattern generated by the plate motion. Because 
the group velocity decreases with decreasing plate thickness, any 
thinning of the plate results in a local retardation of the wave. Figure 
7 shows a holographic interferogram of a transient Lamb wave propagating 
through a 2.29mm thick aluminum plate. Two flat bottom holes, one 6mm in 
diameter and one 13mm in diameter were milled in the back of the plate to 
a depth of lmm. The effect of the holes on the wave propagation are 
evident, resulting from reflection and local retardation of the wave. 
The larger diameter hole affected the wave propagation to a much greater 
extent than did the smaller hole. This was to be expected, in that the 
large hole is of comparable size to the acoustic wavelength, whereas the 
second hole is significantly smaller. Similar techniques could prove 
useful in composite testing, where a delamination in the interior of a 
composite plate would reduce the effective plate thickness, and thus 
retard the wave propagation in the vicinity of the delamination. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Empirically determined group velocities of transient anti-symmetric 
Lamb waves using holographic mapping techniques have been shown to be in 
good agreement with predicted results from the elastic theory dispersion 
relationships for thin plates. The holographic technique uses only 
features of the propagating waveforms for determination of group 
velocity, and has been applied successfully to materials of different 
elastic properties and thickness, using the same measurement criterion 
for each sample. In so doing, resulting determination of group velocity 
is identical to results which would be recorded using contact ultrasonic 
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techniques, however , holography permits full field determination of these 
velocity data. 
Taken together, these results show that it is possible to derive a 
Lamb wave group.velocity of a transient propagating plate wave using 
holographic techniques that is in good agreement with elastic theory, 
provided the results are obtained within the limits of applicability of 
the characteristic Lamb wave dispersion equation. The technique 
described uses only features of the spatial waveforms to determine the 
group velocity, and has been shown to work for different materials and 
various thickness, given the same measurement criterion for each sample. 
Owing to the full field nature of holography , it is the refore possible to 
determine group velocities as a function of diA for any direction 
parallel to the plate surface. 
Finally, the spatial mapping of transient Lamb waves in plates using 
full field holographic techniques promises to be a useful tool in the 
characterization of engineering materials, as well as providing a means 
of interrogating composite structures for sub-surface defects, 
delaminations, and gross anisotropy. 
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